


Murray, Alice Yang, *Historical Memories of the Japanese American Internment and the Struggle for Redress*. Stanford, California, University Stanford Press, 2007 [to be cataloged]


Japanese Canadian Redress Movement:


Alaska’s Aleuts Redress Movement:
Kohlhoff, Dean. *When the Wind was A River: Aleut Evacuation in World War II.* Seattle, Washington University of Washington Press, 1995 [D810 .A53 K64]


Railroad Workers’ Redress Movement:


Japanese Latin American Redress Movement:


Videos on Redress:

Chin, Frank, Frank Emi, Yosh Kuromiya, and Mits Koshiyama-Panelists: *The Emergence of Draft Resisters in Redress: Voices of Japanese America Redress.* Heart Mountain draft resisters discuss their experience, 1997 [VIDEOTAPE D78]


KVIE Public Television, *Resettlement to Redress: Rebirth of the Japanese American Community.* Young, Don (director and producer), David Hosley, Lindsay Nakano, Jim Choi (producers) and Jan Yanehiro (narrator). Videographer Richard Enos. Sacramento, California 2005 [soon to be cataloged]

Nikkei for Civil Rights and Redress (Formerly National Coalition for Redress and Reparations).


**Young Readers’ books on Redress:**


**Japanese Language:**


**Website:**

[www.ncrr-la.org](http://www.ncrr-la.org)
[www.campaignforjusticejla.org](http://www.campaignforjusticejla.org)

Visit your local public or school library for titles from this bibliography. Some are available at the Museum Store or online at [www.janmstore.com](http://www.janmstore.com).
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